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Chapter 1461: Mu Feng's murderous intent! 

 

"Old Zheng misunderstood!" Ye Chen slightly arched his hand to signal to Old Zheng, and immediately 

walked a few steps, looked at Mu Feng and Mu Tianbo and others, sketched a smile, and said: "I 

understand, why you bring so much People, even their elders, are calling here, to embolden 

themselves!" 

 

"I think your dad is not here!" 

 

"Otherwise, you can ask your father to come and support you and see what you look like. I have never 

seen Beigong Ziyu, let alone chat with him, but Beigong Ziyu took the initiative to find me!" 

 

Ye Chen's confidence is not bad at all, and said slowly: "Look at your fiance, how confident?" 

 

"Your fiancée saves someone, you are so angry that even your parents and grandparents are calling 

out!" 

 

"Want to take advantage of the crowd to deal with me?" 

 

"Do you want to compete with me? Enter when I am injured?" 

 

"It's ridiculous!" 

 

"If I return to the heyday, what kind of thing would you Mu Feng be!" 

 

Ye Chen also held a breath, was chased for a day and night, he was already angry! 

 

Unexpectedly, I was rescued just now by a young girl’s men. As a result, the young girl’s fiance chased 

him over, as if I had robbed his daughter-in-law. Obviously I had never seen Beigong Ziyu. I haven't said 

anything to Beigong Ziyu, what the **** are you worried about? 



 

"Ye Jitian!" 

 

"You dare to talk nonsense!" 

 

"My son promises that you won't survive today!" 

 

Mu Feng has never been said so since he was a child! 

 

What's more, it was said to be something by an ant! 

 

This is simply a shame! 

 

He stretched out his hand, pointed at Ye Chen, and said word by word: "Ye Jitian, have the ability to 

come out to fight!" 

 

"Come out!" Ye Chen was too angry, and said directly: "You **** enter the nine-layer heaven of the 

gods, and the eight-layer heaven of the emperor realm, you really have enough face!" 

 

"I'm not afraid of you, but this kind of domineering guy. I can't bear it. If I don't apologize to Laozi, I will 

put Beigong Ziyu to sleep when I go back. Anyway, it is my fiancée or a baby boy. What can't be 

grabbed!" 

 

Whirring whirring! ! ! 

 

Huhuhu! ! 

 

When these few words came out, everyone around was shocked. 

 



Especially Wang Qi and several guards of the God King Realm changed their eyes when they looked at Ye 

Chen. 

 

The entire Lingwu Continent who dares to make such a joke to Miss Seven is probably the only young 

man in front of him! 

 

Although Uncle Zheng was a little angry in his heart, he also knew that it was a joke and did not happen. 

 

However, this move is undoubtedly a tacit acquiescence in the eyes of Jindaomen! 

 

Mu Tianbo's old face was extremely gloomy! 

 

Mu Feng shouted directly: "Ye Sitian, my son swears to kill you!" 

 

Mu Feng roared like a madman: "Come out, come out, come out for a fight!" 

 

"Get out! Get out of me quickly!" 

 

"If you don't come out again, you are not a man. You dare to think or do it. If you dare to do it, I will do 

my best to destroy your family!" 

 

"Don't get out of me anymore. In the future, you Ye Jitian's family, relatives and friends, I will kill one by 

one, let you see the cost of provoking me!" 

 

"The guardian elder of the Golden Sword, listen!" 

 

"With the order of the Great Elder of the Golden Sword Gate, I will send you an order to inform you of 

the land of the universe and even all the warriors in the world!" 

 



"Kill Ye Silitian's relatives and friends, I will give a nine-tier immortal tool, kill Ye Silitian's parents, I will 

give a divine weapon, and humiliate other women who play dead Ye Silitian, I will give a mixed yuan 

fairy!" 

 

In the sky, the roar of Mu Feng was lingering everywhere, and it even kept echoing! 

 

The people of the Golden Sword Sect and Uncle Zheng's booed down at this moment. One of them 

watched coldly, and the other was speechless, but he admired Ye Chen's courage extremely. For the 

Golden Sword, it would be offended to say that it was offended. , Or the kind of endless death! 

 

However, Ye Chen looked gloomy, with murderous intent in his eyes. Looking at Mu Feng who was 

jumping up and down almost insane, he secretly thought: Do you want to kill my whole family and my 

relatives and friends? 

 

Your golden sword gate will become the second blood sword gate! 

 

But it will be me, Ye Chen, the first school to destroy! 

 

Only by cutting the grass and removing the roots, can the future trouble be eliminated forever! 

 

From this moment on, Ye Chen was completely determined to destroy the Golden Sword Sect, not 

because of Mu Feng's crazy words, but because of his actions. If he wanted to reward Ye Chen's relatives 

and friends for the lives, then he could not stay! 

 

In addition, although Mu Feng may be unintentional, but unintentional words are often the true 

expression of his heart! 

 

Since Mu Feng has this intention, he must kill the danger in the cradle! 

 

"All right!" 

 

"Old Zheng, don't you give me an explanation!" 



 

Mu Tianbo stopped Mu Feng for the time being, and said with a cold expression: "The marriage between 

Miss Beigong Ziyu and Mu Feng was decided by the Patriarch of the Beigong family back then. Isn't it 

possible to break the contract?" 

 

"Now that Ye Jitian is alive, he wants to break the contract!" 

 

"If you can't wait to kill him today, my Golden Sword Sect must kill him too, and you have to give us a 

reply!" 

 

Snapped! ! 

 

Uncle Zheng shot instantly, like lightning and thunder, slapped Mu Tianbo's face with a slap! 

 

Immediately, Uncle Zheng said coldly: "Strength is the reply! Ye Jitian is Miss Seven. The person who 

wants to speak in person, no matter what, it is impossible to die!" 

 

"Even if you are all dead, Ye Jitian is impossible to die!" 

 

"Lingwu Continent, strength is respected!" 

 

"You!" Mu Tianbo was covered in blood, and his golden robe was soaked in blood, but he said angrily: 

"You have to break the contract and you are ashamed of our Golden Sword Sect. Back then, when the 

Patriarch of the North Palace came to power, he didn't say that. !" 

 

"Since you are waiting to break the contract!" 

 

"My Golden Sword Sect can't be easily bullied. The old man's poor cultivation does not mean that my 

Golden Sword Sect can be bullied!" 

 

"Whatever you want!" Old Zheng flicked his cuff and ignored Mu Tianbo. 



 

"Two, don't be so eager!" 

 

"What Mu Feng said, it's not impossible to discuss!" Ye Chen suddenly walked out, and a murderous 

intent appeared in the corner of his eyes, and said: "Tomorrow will be a big match between the universe 

and the world. Since Mu Feng is going to fight, let's fight in the ring! " 

 

war! 

 

More than fighting, I have to kill Mu Feng! 

 

It's just that now my strength is greatly damaged has not yet recovered, and the strength of Senior Ice 

Sword Immortal has not been completely controlled! 

 

Otherwise, you don't need to wait until tomorrow, today is bound to kill Mu Feng! 

 

"The ring is a life and death!" 

 

"I also give Mu Feng a chance to vent!" 

 

Ye Chen didn't look at Mu Feng in the slightest. As long as he was promoted to the 9th level of the 

emperor realm, and then held the God Slayer and the Soul Devil sharp spear, there would be no 

problem in a battle, and then use the eyes of the devil to kill Mu Feng. 

 

"Hahaha!" 

 

"You humble little bastard, you are finally coming to die!" 

 

"Well, I am waiting for you tomorrow!" 

 



"Waiting to send you to Huangquan Road." Mu Feng calmed down, his eyes showed fierceness, like a 

fierce beast, and said: "Tomorrow, one hundred and fifty thousand people will participate in the 

Hundred Sects of the Universe. I'm afraid you won't wait. By the time I fight with me, I will die!" 

Chapter 1462: Ye Luoer's memory 

"But don't worry, I'm the Golden Sword Master!" 

 

"My Golden Knife Sect is the sect that dominates the Grand Competition. I will let someone arrange it. If 

you want to die, you have to die in my hands!" 

 

"Tomorrow's battle will be both a life and death decision, and a decision to belong to Ziyu!" 

 

"I don't have the habit of taking women's belongings to make decisive battles!" Ye Chen said without 

fear, even dismissively, "Also, I already have a beloved one, I have no interest in Beigong Ziyu!" 

 

"you!" 

 

Mu Feng was angry again, his lungs were about to explode, and his head was full of anger! 

 

Mu Tianbo snorted coldly, and said, "Ye Xitian, little bastard, tomorrow is the day of your death. If you 

dare to touch Ziyu today, I will make your whole family uneasy. Ziyu belongs to my golden sword. 

fiancée!" 

 

"Fuck, lean on the old guy who sells old!" 

 

"Tomorrow, prepare a good-quality coffin for your grandson!" Ye Chen left a word and went directly into 

Zheng's car! 

 

Uncle Zheng waved his hand, cut the space, ready to give away, Mu Tianbo acquainted with people and 

left, I believe that soon, this matter will spread all over the world, everyone who is a martial artist is 

known. 

 



In the car, Uncle Zheng had a dark face and said to Ye Chen: "Ye Jitian, if you dare to ruin the lady's 

reputation, your words will not be good for her, and the old man will abolish you!" 

 

Ye Chen loosened his shoulders, ignored Uncle Zheng, and took Shenwang Pill to heal his injuries. 

 

Soon, the group came to Guling City. 

 

... 

 

At the same time, China and Kunlun are in the depths of the virtual world. 

 

In the palace of light. 

 

Ye Luoer kept pacing, looking at the light red blood on his arm, a little disturbed. 

 

Ye Luoer stopped in her hall, staring at the white Haoyue through the mysterious window, but she 

frowned. 

 

"Big Brother Ye has been away for a few days, and I have already recalled some scenes continuously." 

 

"There are corpse mountains and blood seas, blood spirit races, and even Lingwu continent." 

 

"Exactly, why?" 

 

She spoke softly and stopped by the window, dressed in white, like a cold fairy. 

 

However, in the past few days, every time I dream, I will recall scenes and scenes, including a scene of a 

dead mountain and a sea of blood: 

 

It was between a lush forest and ancient city. 



 

In an instant, countless flames and light blades cut open the heavens and the earth, as if the world was 

annihilated. A group of powerful warriors were killing hundreds of people. The group of people were 

wearing blood-red robes, with dragon patterns carved on their chests, and their backs were faint. There 

are dragon wings displayed. 

 

It seems that each of them is an existence that destroys the world. 

 

The men and women who continue to obliterate young men and women have fallen, hundreds of strong 

men have fallen, and the young men and women are seriously injured, but the man is handsome, 

wearing a dragon robe and a crown, the woman is floating like a fairy, holding a baby in her arms, 

decisively cold On the cheeks, it was extremely difficult, like having just given birth to a child, his vitality 

was badly wounded, how strong is the fighting power! 

 

The group of people chased and killed young men and women, thousands of miles away, exterminating 

the land of fairy spirits and fairy beasts along the way. 

 

Even to the end, the young man was hit by countless laws and light waves, and fell into the endless sea, 

knowing his life or death. 

 

The woman was poignant and hesitated, came to a place of spatial transmission, transported the baby in 

her arms away, and then slammed out of the temple in reverse, submerged in countless laws, also 

knowing the life and death. 

 

"Men and women, babies..." 

 

"Could it be that the scene was the scene where Luo Er and his parents were separated?" 

 

"Where is Big Brother Ye now?" 

 

For Ye Luoer, she has no relatives anymore. 

 

The only relative is Ye Chen. 



 

Ye Chen is her most important person. 

 

Ye Luoer muttered to herself softly, at this moment, like a masterless soul, wandering the room, the 

increasingly powerful dark temple powerhouse around him, bowed to her and hugged her fists, she 

seemed to be unable to hear, and gradually walked to Ye Chen In his room, he stroked Ye Chen's refining 

tool Danding, recalling scenes with Ye Chen. 

 

After all, she said to herself: "Could it be that that scene is really the scene where I and my parents 

separated?" 

 

"Every time I think about it, my heart and mouth hurt, my head hurts, and the scene becomes clearer. 

From seeing the appearance of young men and women, as the number of dream memories increases, I 

gradually see their appearance, clothing and weapons. " 

 

"Are they my parents?" 

 

"But, why would my parents be hunted down?" 

 

"Father who fell into the endless sea, is he still alive?" 

 

"Did the mother who killed the temple fell or was captured? Why was there so many people chasing us 

and killing us, but the mother sent me away in the teleportation formation, but she didn't leave?" 

 

Ye Luoer whispered: "Big Brother Ye said that every teleportation formation is built by the great power 

of the good fortune realm. Could it be that the person who chased the father and mother has a 

cultivation base that has surpassed the good fortune realm and is a strong star in the star aperture 

realm? , Is still a strong gatekeeper, so that my mother knows that she can't leave together, so she kills 

out and fights for the running time of the space teleportation array so that I can be sent away? 

 

"What happened back then?" 

 

"Are you still there?" 



 

"Big Brother Ye, what's going on now?" 

 

Ye Luoer sighed sadly, shook his head slightly, and walked out of the room, just in time to see Zhou Yan. 

 

Zhou Yan was a casual cultivator that Ye Chen met when he entered the Blood Spirit Secret Realm. Later 

he joined the Dark Hall. With the development, he became the head of the Guangming Hall in Han. The 

last time he sent someone to pass back the news that Wei Wucheng led someone to come! 

 

Now, he has also entered the late stage of the emperor's realm, becoming the deputy elder of the 

heavenly army in the Ye Chen Guangming Hall. He is training soldiers composed of Daoyuan realm. 

According to Han Yun, even if he loses one year later, he will have In battle, even if the enemy explodes 

and kills the enemy, the realm must be improved, otherwise even the power of exploding will not be 

enough. 

 

"Miss Ye!" 

 

"Excuse me, what's the matter?" 

 

Zhou Yan gestured to Ye Luo'er, then asked respectfully. 

 

He knew that Ye Chen treated Ye Luoer as his sister. 

 

Naturally, there must be such an attitude. 

 

Ye Luoer shook her head, and suddenly thought of Ye Chen and asked: "Zhou Yan, if it is Big Brother Ye, 

he has discovered some very important things that concern his family, but he does not know the truth. 

What will happen to Big Brother?" 

 

"Hall Master, I will definitely investigate thoroughly!" 

 

"In any case, everything will come to light!" 



 

Zhou Yan replied in a serious and serious manner: "As long as you are willing to investigate, everything 

will get the truth. If you don't check, you may not get the answer for a lifetime, or even die, without 

knowing why!" 

 

He subconsciously asked: "What's wrong with Miss Ye, what is the matter with the lord?" 

 

"No!" 

 

"I don't know what's going on with Big Brother Ye, but I am puzzled. I happened to run into you and just 

ask!" Ye Luoer finished speaking and was about to leave. 

 

Zhou Yan said, "Miss Ye, you are very important to the palace lord. If you have a problem, or your 

parents’ affairs, you should check it. The palace lord will definitely help you, and I know yours. Identity is 

not simple!" 

Chapter 1463: Sacrifice places! 

 

He paused for a moment, and then said: "I will give you a suggestion. The lord will always investigate if 

there is any doubt, and if there is any question, you should investigate your identity. At least your birth 

is by no means simple, and it is impossible for ordinary people. Hurt you!" 

 

"Perhaps, your status is noble, born in a big family on the plane of Gaowu, you are the proud daughter 

of heaven, and perhaps the status is much better than that of Miss Ji Siqing, who has worshipped 

Lingyun Xianzun! 

 

"You were born extraordinary, if you go to check." 

 

"Maybe I can return to the family, when the family power is used, it will be of great help to the palace 

owner!" 

 

It is of great help to the lord! 

 



Ye Luoer didn't listen to the other words, only this sentence! 

 

In an instant, Ye Luoer's expression changed and she became resolute, as if she saw the blue sky aside 

from the clouds and mist, she no longer hesitated, and said with firm confidence: "Yes, Luoer wants to 

explore his identity. Maybe Luoer can give Big Brother Ye a great deal help!" 

 

"Big Brother Ye doesn't need to be humiliated by Lingyun Xianzun!" 

 

"At that time, Luo Er will help Big Brother Ye crush everything and welcome back Ji Siqing and Xia 

Ruoxue for Big Brother Ye!" 

 

Ye Luoer strengthened her confidence and said: "Elder Zhou, I'm going to Lingwu Continent, please tell 

Pavilion Master Han Yun them!" 

 

After saying this, Ye Luoer went straight to Lingcheng. 

 

When Zhou Yan reacted, Ye Luoer had disappeared at the end of the sky! 

 

... 

 

Soon, Zhou Yan came to a closed palace, clasped his fists and said: "Dian Master Han, Miss Ye Luoer has 

already left. It seems that she is going to Lingcheng. She wants to rush to the Lingwu Continent to find 

out her identity and want to help the Lord. Do you need me to lead someone to bring Miss Ye back?" 

 

Ye Luoer! 

 

Although the people of the palace master are not very old, they also have the cultivation base of the 

early Emperor Realm! 

 

However, such a cultivation base is still okay in Kunlun. If you go to Lingcheng or even Lingwu Continent, 

it will be very dangerous. 

 



Do you want to chase Miss Ye back? 

 

When the lord left, he didn't explain Miss Ye's affairs. 

 

"Yeluoer!" 

 

"She's gone." Han Yun woke up from the retreat. He had completely disappeared and looked like white 

hair. He turned into a middle-aged man, sitting cross-legged, thinking: "Her identity is not simple, I am 

not qualified to intervene in this. !" 

 

"If she can really help the lord!" 

 

"It's also to save my Kunlun Void, so let her go, stop it, it's useless, as for the danger of life, her blood is 

very strong, at least far more than the blood spirit race people, who really wants to hurt her, we also 

block Can't live." 

 

"And she stimulates the power of blood, and I can't stop her waiting!" 

 

Let her go! 

 

In today's Palace of Light, without the Lord, there is no top combat power! 

 

Ye Luoer is the blood of the sacred dragon, from the top family of Lingwu Continent, this kind of family 

will hurt Ye Luoer, I can't stop it. 

 

If Ye Luoer returns to the clan, I believe he can bring some powerful people to the palace master! 

 

Therefore, Han Yun felt that it would be better to watch the changes in the bright hall! 

 

"understood!" 



 

"I'm going down!" Zhou Yan gestured with a fist, and left immediately! 

 

Ye Luoer’s departure did not cause too much disturbance in the Palace of Light, mainly the main pavilion 

masters, deputy pavilions, etc. of the Palace of Light at this moment. All the top powerhouses in the 

platoon are in retreat. Don't even know about it! 

 

Even the leaders of the five cities and three factions such as Xingjianmen and their tribes are all 

cultivating. 

 

Before the rapid development of Kunlun Xu, Zhou Yan, Heiyao, Huang Zhantian and others were the 

main ones to dominate all things in Kunlun Xu. The main reason was that their foundation was unstable 

and unable to improve their realm for a long time. They were simply responsible for the daily operation 

of the Palace of Light. Wait for things! 

 

Since Ye Chen left, Kunlun Xu has not had a major war. 

 

All sects and family forces, etc., are unified by the Hall of Light, under the same palace, and facing such a 

powerful enemy such as the Blood Spirit Race, naturally there will be no more battles. 

 

But at this moment, Ye Luoer's cultivation base of the emperor realm is strong or not, and weak and not 

too weak! 

 

She came to the outside of the spirit city, looking into the boundless cyan protective cover, enveloping 

the huge spirit city, only to obtain the spirit card, otherwise she could not enter the spirit city at all. 

 

"you are?" 

 

"How do you look familiar!" 

 

"No, it's Ye Chen's person!" 

 



A group of middle-aged warriors who traveled quickly recognized Ye Luoer. 

 

Among them, the elder of the Li family was the main one. He looked at Ye Luoer in amazement. He kept 

recalling in his mind that since the arrival of the Blood Spirit Clan and several battles with Kunlun, their 

families and factions sent people to Kunlun. Xu, investigate all the friends and subordinates around Ye 

Chen! 

 

Of course, this includes Ye Luoer in front of you! 

 

The other party seemed to be a woman that Ye Chen valued very much! 

 

"You are?" 

 

"Lingcheng, how can I get in?" 

 

Ye Luoer became a little frosty, no longer like a girl like before, wearing a white robe and fairy skirt, 

holding a long sword of ice, fluttering like a fairy, like Chang'e in Guanghan Palace. 

 

She asked: "Are you from Lingcheng?" 

 

"I want to go to Lingwu Continent, how can I get in?" 

 

"What do you need?" 

 

"Are you from Ye Chen?" Family elder Li asked cautiously: "Are you Ye Luoer?" 

 

"Yeah, I'm Ye Luoer!" Ye Luoer's eyes suddenly flickered, and she looked at the elder Li in doubt, and 

gradually became suspicious. The ice sword in her hand was flowing with a blood-red brilliance. The 

horrible breath came out! 

 

Boom! ! 



 

boom! 

 

This team of middle-aged warriors retreated a few steps. 

 

Especially the elder Li, looking at Ye Luoer in amazement, said: "You really are from the Lingwu 

Continent, from an extraordinary background, and even more of a top bloodline!" 

 

He couldn't shake his heart, and thought: Just a part of the power of the bloodline is so powerful! 

 

If it broke out completely, wouldn't it be the ancestor who could be slaughtered into the late stage of 

the gods? 

 

No wonder they will follow Ye Chen, and Ye Chen is also full of extraordinary people! 

 

There is a female disciple who worshipped Lingyun Xianzun in front Here is another little princess who 

has superb blood, and even the top family of Lingwu Continent, who has been left behind. I must treat it 

nicely! 

 

Otherwise, catastrophe is imminent! 

 

"Ahem!" 

 

"Miss Ye, I have seen Palace Master Ye several times!" 

 

"My Patriarch is already under the command of Palace Master Ye Chen, speaking of it, we are also 

members of your Palace of Light!" 

 

The elders of Li's family showed a kind smile, and they were right. The head of the Li family was sealed 

by Ye Chen, and their Li family was also regarded as Ye Chen's subordinates, half of the people in the 

palace of light. At this moment, he said in more detail: "Our name is Spirit City here. To enter the Spirit 

City, we need a spiritual card!" 



 

"Unfortunately, Kunlun Xu has almost no spiritual cards!" 

 

"But we can sacrifice one person to Miss Ye!" 

Chapter 1464: Guards the blood! 

 

He gestured to the Li family around him. Soon a young man from the Li family handed out a spiritual 

card. He then passed it to Ye Luoer and smiled and said, "Miss Ye, we admire the power of Palace 

Master Ye. My Li family will open the way for you. If you are going to Lingwu Continent, we will 

definitely help you do it!" 

 

"Into the spirit card!" 

 

Ye Luoer grasped the cyan spiritual card in her hand, her eyes flickered, and she nodded slightly! 

 

"Wait!" 

 

"Sister Luo Er, I want to go too!" 

 

At this moment, a petite little girl rushed over, wearing a pleated skirt and holding a generation of 

snacks in her hands. It was Ji Siqing's sister Ji Lin. 

 

Behind her was a part of the Ji family strong, who seemed to be protecting her. 
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"Jilin!" 

 

"What's the matter with you, you haven't stayed at Ji's house, why are you here?" 

 



Ye Luoer stepped forward and stroked Ji Lin's forehead, and asked in detail: "It's dangerous here. There 

are strong people everywhere. Sister will also go to Lingwu Continent. You are good, go back and stay 

for a year or two. , The lord and I, and your sister, will also be back!" 

 

"It's just a year or two, good boy, go to China to play, don't stay here." 

 

"Do not!" 

 

"Sister Luoer, I also want to go to Lingwu Continent!" 

 

Ji Lin said with a serious face: "What Lingyun Immortal Venerable my sister has worshipped, when the 

old man came to our Kunlun Xu, he was so tyrannical and overbearing. I couldn't understand her, and 

even Ye Chen didn't know where to go. !" 

 

"So, I'm going to find my sister!" 

 

"Who knows if the old lady Lingyun bullied my sister!" 

 

Ye Luoer frowned, stroking Ji Lin's small cheeks, and said softly, "Ji Lin, my sister is going to Lingwu 

Continent, looking for her own family, and then helping Big Brother Ye, your sister is worshipping 

Lingyun. Under Xianzun's sect, it shouldn't take long for you to come back." 

 

"Or, are you still waiting in Kunlun Xu?" 

 

"I don't!" Ji Lin insisted: "I have learned a lot of things these days, like the power of Lingyun Immortal 

Venerable. The disciples under his clergy have to retreat for hundreds of years, and explore a place for 

thousands of years. time!" 

 

"If Lingyun Xianzun has no good intentions, let my sister practice for hundreds of thousands of years!" 

 

"Then it will take me a long time to see her?" 

 



"So, I want to enter Lingwu Continent, I want to find my sister, and I want to find Ye Chen!" 

 

"Okay!" Ye Luoer nodded, quite relieved, and smiled: "Then let's go to Lingwu Continent together!" 

 

She looked at the elder Li and said slightly, "Excuse me, is there a second spiritual card?" 

 

"Have!" 

 

"Here!" Elder Li took out another spirit card and handed it to Ji Lin. 

 

He is light and windy on the surface, but it hurts! 

 

Inspiring cards are extremely precious! 

 

He took out one, which meant that his capable men would never be able to step into the spirit city! 

 

"Elder Chen, thank you!" Ji Lin said goodbye. As Ye Luoer entered the spirit city together, the elder Li 

was also nearby. 

 

Just stepping into the spirit city, several breaths rose into the sky! 

 

Yukong, a number of characters who entered the late stage of the gods, was so vigorous as if Ye Chen 

had come again, and several ancestors who entered the gods of the nine-layer sky all rose into the sky 

and rushed to greet them! 

 

Among them, there is a character who comes faster! 

 

The Li Family Patriarch, who entered the Seventh Floor of the God Realm, clasped his fists towards Ye 

Luoer and Ji Lin, and said, "Two young ladies, what can I do!" 

 



At the same time, Yukong, the ancestor of the three factions and five families, saw that Ye Chen was not 

here in person, so he glanced at the elder Li who had reported the letter, sighed slightly, and each went 

down into the sky, sitting in his attic, listening with the power of his soul. The dialogue between Ye 

Luoer and Li Patriarch! 

 

After all, Ye Chen is not here! 

 

There is no need for me to go out to meet him personally. Patriarch Li will go, anyway, he is also Ye 

Chen's subordinate! 

 

"Li Family Patriarch!" 

 

"I want to ask, which space did Big Brother Ye go to transmit bursts of?" 

 

"It is the space teleportation formation of the Qinghongmen, leading to the land of the universe of the 

western region of the Lingwu Continent, controlled by the middling family, the Beigong family!" The Li 

family said slowly. 

 

"The Beigong family?" 

 

Ye Luoer was taken aback for a moment, a little surprised. 

 

The Li Family Patriarch smiled slightly: "It's not the Beigong family! According to the information we 

have investigated, the two Beigong families belong to the branch of the top family Shenlong family. They 

dominate in the Western Regions and Southern Regions, and control many sects. !" 

 

"So, the palace owner went to the Beigong family in the Western Region, not the Beigong family in the 

Southern Region!" 

 

"Although they are all named Beigong, they are not one family, but two branch families that have both 

expanded from the Shenlong family!" 

 



The Lingwu Continent is different from the Kunlun Xu. The Kunlun Xu sects rarely have subordinates and 

subordinates, and generally coexist, but when there is a major event, the weak sects follow the strong 

sects, such as the previous small sects, the Kunlun sect, Daozong's decision is nothing more than. 

 

The Lingwu Continent is strictly hierarchical, and the inferior sects, such as the blood explosion, the 

Kunwu school, etc., must submit to the middle sects Feihedian, the Golden Sword Gate, or the middle 

family Beigong family, and the Beigong family surrenders to the top family. The Shenlong family has a 

strict system, not a real chaos! 

 

As for the powerhouses of the magic path, they are all in the jurisdiction, but it is not necessarily the 

case that the subject does not surrender! 

 

When Patriarch Li said so, Ye Luoer nodded slightly. 

 

Ji Lin said, "Senior Li, we also want to go to the land of the universe and find Brother Ye Chen!" 

 

The Li Family Patriarch was slightly embarrassed and explained: "The Space Teleportation Array leading 

to the Universe has already been used once. It takes ten years of cooling time to allow the Space God 

Stone to accumulate the power of the Space Law. Now, it can't be used! " 

 

He immediately said: "There are two spatial teleportation formations in the Qinghongmen, both of 

which lead to the Western Regions. One of them is used by the Lord! The other one, leading to the land 

of Baiyu, is another territory under the jurisdiction of a middle-class family. The land of heaven and 

earth is 200,000 kilometers away!" 

 

"It's actually separated from a lot of sects and fairy beasts It might be dangerous to rush over!" 

 

"I suggest you two, it's better not to go!" 

 

Ye Luoer said directly: "Thank you, Patriarch Li, take us over!" 

 

Patriarch Li stared at Ye Luoer and Ji Lin for a long time before nodding slightly, and brought the two 

daughters to the Qinghongmen, only the ancestor of the Qinghongmen. 



 

He pointed to the space teleportation array in front of him and said: "You go up, I'll start it!" 

 

"Thank you Senior Li!" 

 

"Thank you Uncle Li!" 

 

Ye Luoer and Ji Lin stood on the steps, and the surrounding space law particles began to rotate. 

 

Soon, the power of the space law was shot out of thin air, tearing open a channel, and when Ye Luoer 

and Ji Lin were being sent into the space tunnel, Ye Luoer's bloodline power was slightly awakened, even 

absorbing the power of the space law. Strengthen yourself! 

Chapter 1465: Strong background! Horrible! 

 

"Miss Ye, please don't do this!" 

 

The spiritual power of the Li Family Patriarch was absorbed by the power of Ye Luoer's bloodline. At this 

moment, he felt physically and mentally empty, and it was difficult to continue to control the power of 

the space transfer array. 

 

"No, it's the power of the bloodline!" Ye Luoer was a little panicked, she didn't expect this to happen. 

 

Ye Luoer looked at herself in a panic, even wanting to control her bloodline power, and no longer 

swallow the power of Space Law, and the spiritual power of the Li Family Patriarch! But it seems that 

from the time Sect Master Ruo picked her up, she was practicing with the power of qi and blood, and 

she was not nourished by spiritual power! 

 

Logically speaking, a person with the blood of the sacred dragon, who was born in the Lingwu Continent, 

will absorb huge spiritual power and achieve at least a spiritual level! But when the Sect Master picked 

her up, she was just the cultivation base of the Saint King Realm. 

 

Obviously, her body needs spiritual nourishment! 



 

It was like a sponge that had dried up for a long time, and suddenly found that there was a huge amount 

of water on the side, so he sucked it desperately, and even Ye Luoer couldn't control it herself! 

 

After all, for so many years, the physical body has always been in a state of hunger. It is like a person 

who has only eat 30%, even only 10%, barely starved to death since childhood. Now he sees the 

delicacies of mountains and seas, and he naturally devours it desperately! 

 

"Do not!" 

 

"Ancestor, something is wrong!" 

 

"The ancestor of the Qinghongmen..." 

 

Patriarch Li cried out, his expression getting colder, feeling that the spiritual power in his body was 

absorbed by Ye Luoer! 

 

Even the surrounding space teleportation array has dimmed, and the space channels that have been 

opened are somewhat gloomy, and there are even signs of healing. Is it possible that the space 

teleportation array will fail? 

 

Isn't that a big loss? 

 

Ye Chen's people didn't have time to send them away, instead they emptied the space law of a space 

teleportation array? 

 

"What a great blood!" 

 

"It is so powerful to absorb the power of the law of space autonomously, and the person who can give 

birth to her is at least a strong person in the same Dao state!" 

 

Two voices came to my ears! 



 

Soon, the ancestors of the Li family rushed over, put their hands behind the head of the Li family, and 

even mobilized the immortal weapons to madly convey spiritual power in. 

 

The ancestor of the Qinghongmen personally took a piece of space **** stone and threw it into the 

space teleportation array. The **** stone once again bloomed with the power of the law of space, 

nourishing the space law needed by the teleportation array. 

 

Huhuhu! ! 

 

Huhu! 

 

The wind blows! 

 

After the Space Teleportation Array got another larger space divine stone containing more powerful law 

power, it temporarily resumed operation, but it was still being swallowed by the power of Ye Luoer's 

blood! 

 

The ancestor of the Qinghongmen could only take action personally to help the teleportation formation 

break through the space channel. He was so tired that he was sweating profusely. He couldn't help 

thinking: "What a great blood! Too great, when the Lord Ye Chen came, Not so powerful!" 

 

"Quickly!" 

 

"Send them away quickly, otherwise the space law power of this teleportation array will also be 

consumed!" 

 

The ancestors of the Li family provide spiritual power, otherwise the Patriarch of the Li family has been 

sucked up by the power of Ye Luoer's blood! 

 

While offering, he stared at Ye Luoer, without anger, some were just shocked! 

 



The power of blood, absorbing the laws of space autonomously! 

 

What a physical body this must be, the law of space, the law of the law of destruction, once it hits an 

opponent, as long as the opponent does not temper a physical body in the incorporeal period, no matter 

how high or low it is, it will be destroyed in an instant. ! 

 

However, Ye Luoer voluntarily absorbs the law of space with the emperor's state and the power of 

blood! 

 

This means that Ye Luoer has strong physical strength since she was born. The meridians and bones in 

her body can accommodate the power of the law of space! 

 

If you want to give birth to these descendants, you must have the cultivation level of the Daoist state, or 

even the good fortune state, otherwise the bloodline power and physical body of the descendants will 

not be able to absorb the laws of space and be unharmed! 

 

Ye Luoer! 

 

Origin and birth are more terrifying than Ye Chen! 

 

I must not offend, otherwise I will definitely die! 

 

"Two seniors!" 

 

"Sorry, I didn't know it would happen!" 

 

Ye Luoer was a little panicked, so she could only grab Ji Lin's hand, worried that something might 

happen during the transmission! 

 

"Nothing!" 

 



"I am waiting to send you away, ready!" 

 

The two ancestors shouted violently, exploded spiritual power with all their strength, transported it to 

the teleportation array to activate the power of the space **** stone, and then a blue light flashed in 

the teleportation array. After the blue light disappeared, Ye Luoer and Ji Lin also entered the space 

channel ! 

 

When they looked again, this space teleportation array had already been sucked up! 

 

I am afraid that there is no time for thousands of years to recover! 

 

The damage was much more serious than the one used by Ye Chen! 

 

"This matter today!" 

 

"Don't spread it out!" The ancestor of the Qinghongmen looked bad, and said: "Why such powerful 

descendants appeared in the low martial arts world is already a big mystery, and it even contains 

countless blood. Strength, should not be touched!" 

 

"So, this matter should be forgotten!" 

 

"Okay!" The ancestor of the Li family also looked at the Patriarch of the Li family, and said: "Remember, 

you can't spread it, and say to the outside that nothing else happened during the transmission of Ye 

Luoer and the others. We will talk about the other old guys. of!" 

 

"Once someone knows about Ye Luo'er's life experience, once known by some powerful people, I'm 

afraid my life is in danger!" 

 

"No, it's an extermination danger!" 

 

The thirteen major forces in Lingcheng will not be destroyed for thousands of years! 

 



There are some rules of survival. What should be said, what should be done, and what should not be 

done or shouldn’t be said must not be revealed. 

 

"understand!" 

 

The two ancestors each rose into the sky to inform the other eleven ancestors! 

 

At about the same time, the thirteen ancestors recognized that to suppress this matter, this matter is 

more serious than Ye Chen's matter, because it involves their unattainable power, and a slight mistake is 

the danger of extermination. 

 

The danger is even greater than that of the Blood Sword Sect and Ye Chen! 

 

There is nothing wrong with Lingcheng, but Ye Luoer and Ji Lin, after entering the space channel, 

because Ye Luoer absorbed the power of the law of space, a number of techniques for practicing the law 

of space and time gradually appeared in their minds! 

 

At the same time, the northern region of Lingwu mainland! 

 

In a war-torn place, countless sacred dragons inhabit, and even people who come and go, are all 

powerful! 

 

Thousands of sacred pillars stand in the center proud of the world, even if the sky is not in their eyes! 

 

And this place is the forbidden place of the Holy Dragon family-the place where the life **** stone is 

specially placed! 

 

Suddenly! 

 

A sacred pillar of space that was blocked by an iron chain suddenly shone with light blue luster! 

 



On the side, the strong man guarding the sacred pillar, his complexion changed rapidly, and a horror 

deep in the bones spread throughout his body, muttering: "Impossible, she is not dead, she has broken 

through to such a realm and touched the law of space!" 

 

"impossible!" 

 

"It makes no sense!" 

 

"I'm afraid something will happen to Lingwu Continent!" 

Chapter 1466: Holy Dragon Family! 

The old man couldn't help shaking his head, and even pinched the seal with both hands, manipulating 

the space-time technique to investigate, but unfortunately he didn't find out the specific reason. 

 

The old man, as a strong man in the Sacred Dragon family who is responsible for the life stone, is a 

medium-term cultivation base of the good fortune realm. It can be a giant in the outside world, but in 

the top family, he can only be responsible for guarding some forbidden areas and some attics! 

 

There are countless thoughts in his mind at this moment 

 

"Could it be that that girl is not dead!" 

 

"But the law of space on the life **** stone has no corresponding spiritual power." 

 

"In other words, her physical body has not been nourished for a long time, but in the low martial plane, 

she suddenly came into contact with the space **** stone and absorbed the power of the space law in 

it, so the life **** stone thought she was advanced to such a realm, so there is reacted?" 

 

The old man in Huo Pao explained to himself, but he shook his head for uncertainty, and finally took out 

the token to notify the owner of the house! 

 



The Sacred Dragon family, like the Sacred Dragon family, has the blood of the powerful saint and the 

blood of several rich dragons flowing in the body, so every member of the direct line will have a life 

stone, which is extremely terrifying! 

 

Whenever they are born, as long as they exist, the life stone will be placed in the forbidden land! 

 

Someone will take care of it! 

 

The strength of the breath of the life stone means that their cultivation is strong or weak. At the same 

time, as long as there is a member of the holy dragon family who can realize the principle of space in the 

Hunyuan realm, the life stone will react and burst into blue light! 

 

Comprehend the law of time will also have a reaction, and then the law of time and space, the law of 

the five elements, and even the law of creation, as long as you comprehend, there will be a reaction on 

the life stone, and at the same time, if they fall, the life stone will automatically crack. 

 

Some are similar to recording the rise and fall of the main members of the family. 

 

Other families only use energy crystals to carry a trace of the power of the people’s souls. As long as the 

people fall, the energy crystals will automatically burst to prove the life and death of the people. 

However, the life stone of the Holy Dragon family is very useful, and it can be seen that it is not small. 

General! 

 

The old man in the robe notified the Patriarch, and stared at the most central life stone! 

 

He knows who owns this life stone! 

 

How big is the relationship! 

 

Even how much involved, once this person is really not dead, if the cultivation base is successful, 

returning to the Holy Dragon Family in the future will cause a **** rain, and the huge Holy Dragon 

Family will suffer turbulence, no less than a subversive one. Infighting. 

 



The old man in the fire robe looked at the two God of Life Stones next to Ye Luoer's God of Life Stone. It 

was slightly broken. One of them was even broken, and he didn't know the life or death. "The battle 

back then was too miserable. If they didn't come back. !" 

 

"Today's Sacred Dragon Family!" 

 

"It won't be like this, and there won't be so many tribesmen who are at odds with each other!" 

 

"Patriarch is in the land of Demon South, it should take a day to come back!" 

 

"Do you want to tell the Supreme Elders Group about this matter?" 

 

He was very entangled, wandering constantly, and even expelled some of the guards and guardians of 

the Hunyuan and Hedao that came to ask about him. 

 

He looked towards the blood-red sky, and gradually recalled the scene more than ten years ago in his 

mind, muttering to himself: "If it is their daughter who is back, if the cultivation level is not low, you are 

still sure, if the cultivation level is low, I am afraid that it is too high for the elders and will not support 

it!" 

 

"So, the elders of the main line will not give up!" 

 

"When the time comes, the first branch and the main channel will quarrel, and this day will be 

turbulent!" 

 

The old man in Huo Pao clearly knew who Ye Luoer's parents were! 

 

Ye Luoer’s father, who was the strong man in the past, the strong young generation, was the invincible 

genius who overwhelmed the present and pushed all things horizontally, but in the end he fell into the 

endless sea, knowing life and death, and even the **** of life was broken in half. . 

 



As for the mother, that was the third princess of the Baixian Palace, who was also the strongest person 

in the past. 

 

So far, the outside world hasn’t all known about their disappearance and disappearance in Lingwu 

Continent. If they come back at this time, there will be a **** situation in the family, but it is impossible 

to let the main line of Patriarch be the first branch! 

 

The old man in the robe is still tangled. 

 

Naturally, Ye Luoer didn't know that her appearance would have such a big impact. She and Ji Lin were 

still walking in the space channel, and it would take some time to get out of the space channel. 

 

At the same time, in the ancient spirit city! 

 

Diaoshuibai upstairs, Beigong Ziyu teased the little goshawk boredly, and laughed like a silver bell, and 

said to himself: "Interesting, so funny little guy, I know I will press my hand. , And let me feed it, not bad, 

very smart!" 

 

She patted the egg-sized goshawk with her hand. 

 

At this moment, the two paws of the little goshawk were falling on Beigong Ziyu’s other hand. Both 

paws were like a cat stepping on milk. They massaged Beigong Ziyu’s arms. After a few presses, he 

quickly raised his head to eat the fairy fruit. Press it again, press it a few times and ask it again, cute look, 

so that Beigong Ziyu feels so sorry. 

 

Suddenly, she felt something, and a playful smile was drawn at the corner of her mouth. 

 

"The big funny guy is here!" 

 

Beigong Ziyu was holding a little goshawk, just like holding a kitten. Shui Lingling's big eyes looked at 

Zheng Bo, Wang Qi and others, and finally fixed his eyes on Ye Chen, and said with a light smile: "Di Zun 

The eighth-level heaven of the realm, and the fight against the fifth-level heaven of the **** king, you 

are very good! 



 

"The key is to comprehend the way of dying!" 

 

She beckoned: "Come, you come in front of me!" 

 

Ye Chen frowned when he heard these words, and did not leave. 

 

The tone of the other party's command even made him a little uncomfortable. 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu obviously didn't expect Ye Chen to resist, and said: "Don't you understand me?" 

 

Ye Chen put his hands behind him, and said directly: "No one can order me, including you." 

 

As soon as these words came out, not only the Beigong Ziyu was stunned, but Wang Qi and Zheng Bo 

were sweaty! 

 

This is Beigong Ziyu! 

 

This Ye Jitian is afraid that he is a madman! 

 

Confronted as soon as we met! 

 

Wang Qi was afraid that Beigong Ziyu would be angry quickly said: "Miss, something happened just 

now!" 

 

"Wang Qi, let's talk about it, it's Mu Feng who embarrassed you!" 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu sat on the white jade stool, put down the little goshawk, looked up and down Ye Chen, 

listening to Wang Qi's return! 

 



Wang Qi swallowed and explained the whole story clearly, and finally said: "If it weren't for Uncle Zheng, 

we are in danger. That Mu Feng is so deceptive! Ye Sutian can't be blamed for this. Of course, he has 

some problems!" 

 

Ye Chen frowned upon hearing these words. 

 

Could it be that at that time, I could only wait and do nothing? 

 

impossible! 

 

This time, Mufeng must be extinguished. This kind of demented threat is like a time bomb. Who knows 

when it will explode. 

 

Ye Chen is not afraid, but what about the future? 

Chapter 1467: I don't need you to let it! 

In the future, after the Kunlun Xu people step into the Lingwu Continent, they are likely to be retaliated 

by Mu Feng, so just in case, Mu Feng will die, the Golden Sword Gate will be destroyed, not Ye Chen's 

cruelty, but the martial arts world The law of survival has always been this way. 

 

It's okay if Mu Feng doesn't come to provoke Ye Chen, but he shouldn't give a reward in front of Ye 

Chen, and attract many enemies to the Kunlun Xu people for no reason! 

 

Now that the reward has been issued, and the reward is mainly issued by the Golden Sword Gate! 

 

Then Ye Chen would destroy Jindaomen and Mufeng to avoid future troubles! 

 

After Beigong Ziyu listened, his face was covered with frost, looking at Ye Chen from afar, pacing again 

and again, and then said for a long time: "You have no interest in me?" 

 

"Do you know that the matter between you and Mu Feng indirectly defiled me?" 

 



Immediately, Beigong Ziyu stepped back two steps, stretched out his slender arm, motioned to Ye Chen, 

and said: "Come on to fight, no weapons, just physical combat!" 

 

"With weapons, I am afraid that others will say I bully you!" 

 

"After all, you are only two gods, and the weapons I use are all Hunyuan Immortal weapons!" 

 

"Let me see, how strong you are, the eighth-tier heaven of the Emperor Realm, and the guy who 

defeated the fifth-tier heaven of the Divine King Realm!" 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu was indeed angry, but she wanted to see what Ye Jitian had to be crazy! 

 

"No need!" 

 

"I'm afraid of shooting and hurting you!" Ye Chen said with a flat expression: "My power of 

extinguishment, once you use it, you may turn from a fifteen-year-old girl to an old witch!" 

 

"you dare!" 

 

On the side, Uncle Zheng opened his eyes and stared at Ye Chen, and said, "Miss let you do it, then do it! 

With me, you don't have the qualification to release the power of nirvana to the young lady." 

 

"After the fight, consider other things, whether to send you to participate in the Universe Hundred Sects 

Competition!" 

 

Now, without the Beigong family as a reliance, let Ye Chen participate in the Hundred Sects Universe 

Competition. 

 

Uncle Zheng knows how dangerous it is. At least a few old things in the Golden Sword Sect will probably 

kill Ye Chen desperately, but Ye Chen has signed up. If he can get the approval of the young lady, he can 

do it. Let him participate as a member of the Beigong family! 

 



He also wanted to see what he could be like in the ring. 

 

"it is good!" 

 

"Personal combat!" 

 

Ye Chen had just finished speaking, Bei Gong Ziyu had already killed him suddenly, his arms were like 

spirit snakes, his fingers wandering around Ye Chen's upper body swiftly, breaking his body quickly. 

 

Boom! ! 

 

boom! ! 

 

Several Qingcui voices came out. 

 

Beigong Ziyu's body is sharp and stern, hovering around Ye Chen's body, hitting Ye Chen's flesh between 

his fingers and toes, like a sharp sword, breaking through Ye Chen's protective barrier. 

 

She didn't contend with Ye Chen head-on, instead she wandered around Ye Chen, focusing on her agile 

body, palm and footwork. She beat Ye Chen back step by step, but didn't make a heavy hand, otherwise 

Ye Chen It has already been blown out! 

 

Beigong Ziyu's left hand shook suddenly, transforming into a green bamboo, the green light flashed like 

a thorn, Ye Chen blinked, and the next moment he was hit by the green bamboo in the chest, and he 

stepped back a few steps with a shocked expression. 

 

As she hit, she thought: Ye Sitian, it's not right! 

 

The physical body is very strong, but the close combat method is not strong? 

 



With such a close combat method, once you encounter a lot of people, you can't use the power of the 

avenue, the power of the blood, and the weapons! 

 

It is possible to be crushed and beaten by someone! 

 

wrong! 

 

This guy has the ability to fight the City Lord of Heavenly Spirit City, and I can see clearly the battle that 

day, his melee combat power is not bad! 

 

It must be letting me! 

 

it is good! 

 

Dare to look down upon this lady! 

 

I want you to suffer! 

 

"Lingxi palm!" 

 

"Go!" Beigong Ziyu yelled, and he stretched out his left hand, and the whole body was full of violent 

wind. Dozens of blue light flew out from the palm of his hand, and the blue light turned into palm prints, 

bombarding Ye Chen's body one after another, like The hammer strikes in general, seemingly quiet, but 

extremely tyrannical! 

 

Bang bang bang! 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen retreated to the edge of the attic, and his whole body was shaken, and the wound quickly 

recovered, as if it were harmless! 



 

With his body refining realm, such injuries are nothing. 

 

Immediately afterwards, Ye Chen and Beigong Ziyu fought hard, but Beigong Ziyu pressed Ye Chen to 

fight. 

 

Wang Qi on the side was a little puzzled, "No, Ye Jitian, this kid, fled for a day and night, killing at least a 

few hundred warriors higher than him, how could he not be the opponent of the young lady?" 

 

Is the young lady very strong? 

 

At the age of fifteen, at the peak of the nine heavens of the gods! 

 

To say it is strong, compared to many **** king realm protectors, not strong! 

 

Weak, compared to other people of the same age, such as Mu Feng, 30 years old is the pinnacle of the 

Nine Heavens in the Divine Realm, not weak! 

 

Why is the young lady playing so hard today? 

 

"This kid, let the young lady!" 

 

Uncle Zheng smiled slightly, shook his head and said: "Wang Qi, you have seen energy crystals. Ye 

Jitian's trick is more than the way of dying. I see him using martial arts to kill Luo Shuyuan and severely 

injure others. More than a dozen kinds!" 

 

"Just let the young lady!" 

 

"Ye Jitian, I don't need you to let it go!" When Bei Gong Ziyu heard this, he immediately beat him! 

 



Shattering! ! 

 

In the next moment, countless brilliance flickered, gathered in the palm of Beigong Ziyu's hand, and 

suddenly shot out, a purple lightsaber suddenly flew out, as if to follow the passage of thousands of 

years, when passing through the attic, it shocked the surrounding landscape , As if a vision was born! 

 

boom! 

 

Ye Chen resisted with his fist, and was blasted into the attic. He turned around and saw a trace of blood 

oozing from his palm. 

 

He looked at Beigong Ziyu again and shook his head secretly. 

 

If you don't make a move, I'm afraid you won't be able to go tomorrow. 

 

In the next second, Ye Chen moved. 

 

"Burning Heaven Palm!" 

 

"Tiansha Fist!" 

 

Ye Chen yelled violently The left hand condenses the power of flames, and the right hand condenses the 

fierce power. It comes from the two techniques, and the two powers also evolved from the power of 

their own blood, not the power of weapons. Not the power of the great road, the power of the blood! 

 

The battle between Ye Chen and Beigong Ziyu! 

 

No weapons, no blood, no power of the great avenue, purely competing with the flesh, competing with 

one's own skills, so Beigong Ziyu also has the upper hand, and for the time being just barely suppressed 

Ye Chen, this is still in the case of Ye Chen not using his full strength! 

 



Ye Chen's ability to leapfrog most comes from three parts! 

 

The first part is that his own combat power, the seventh-order golden body, the physical body is 

comparable to the strong person who enters the seventh or eighth layer of the gods, and may be 

weaker than the Beigong Ziyu, but the power of the blood in the body has reached the gods. The eighty-

nine layers of the sky are extremely deep, and they are in the middle of Beigong Ziyu! 

 

The second part is the three avenues that we have understood, the way of killing, the main killing, and 

the fighting power will not be destroyed without blood. 

 

Indestructible Sword, Dao Yun will not be destroyed, sword intent will not be destroyed, even if the 

body collapses by being killed, it can guarantee not weak combat power! 

Chapter 1468: Accept disciples! 

The way of nirvana, the comprehension of the light waves of nirvana, the extinguishing of the Buddha 

kingdom, as long as it is not in the realm of good fortune, cannot fully comprehend and integrate the 

law of time, it is in terms of longevity, as long as the strong with longevity faces Ye Chen, even if Ye Chen 

is invincible, as long as he can withstand the opponent, he can force the opponent to death and 

consume the opponent into a bone! 

 

The third part is the power of weapons and blood, and the power of exercises. 

 

Each of these three is far superior to the martial artist of the same level. Compared with Beigong Ziyu, 

the weapon may not be as good as the opponent, but the bloodline is definitely stronger than the 

opponent, and the technique is equivalent to dozens of Hedao, Hunyuan, and The power of the **** 

king is not comparable to Beigong Ziyu! 

 

Burning Palm! 

 

God fist! 

 

Ye Chen's palm and boxing techniques used when he first entered the martial arts, he still has a deep 

comprehension, and once used in close combat, it is extremely powerful! 

 



Huhuhu! ! 

 

Huhu! ! 

 

The gust of wind passed Beigong Ziyu's ears, and she felt sheen shimmering in front of her eyes. When 

she blinked, Ye Chen was already divided into two figures, and again, there were four, even eight! 

 

Eight phantoms, the left hand shows the palm technique, the right hand shows the fist technique, and 

they attack and kill themselves! 

 

Before she could react, she was hit by the eight fist prints and eight palm prints at the same time, her 

figure exploded, and she leaned against the white jade pillar with a shocked expression, saying: "Simple 

palm and boxing techniques have been cultivated to this point. degree!" 

 

"Contains the power of burning the sky and the power of fierce evil!" 

 

"No, it's not these two forces!" 

 

"It's the qi and blood turned out. His qi and blood are so strong!" 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu was still at a loss, Ye Chen had already killed him, and the person who was killed this time 

had no strength to fight back, stepping back, and even barely defensive, but his heart was extremely 

shocked! 

 

The power of blood! 

 

The energy and blood of the eighth-layer heaven of the Emperor Zun realm is actually comparable to the 

spiritual power of the eighth-layer heaven of the gods! 

 

The palm technique and boxing technique have been cultivated to such a deep level that they can hit me 

in an instant, and they can beat me without the power to fight back! 

 



This! 

 

It's no wonder that he can beat the fifth heaven of the God King Realm! 

 

There is still some background, besides, he has not used the power of blood and the way of dying! 

 

If I use it, even if I use the Hunyuan Immortal Tool, I don't know if I can stop it! 

 

"Ye Jitian!" 

 

"It's OK!" 

 

Beigong Ziyu shouted loudly, offering a piece of Azure Dragon Treasure Armor, a force of the law of 

space, for the time being, Ye Chen retreated aside! 

 

She put away the Hunyuan Immortal Tool, and immediately clasped her fist and said: "The power of the 

senior's vitality and blood is majestic. If you advance to the Divine Realm, you will be able to reach the 

peak of the Divine Realm Nine Heavens, or even win!" 

 

"In addition, the predecessors have more of the way of dying and the power of bloodline!" 

 

Immediately afterwards, she folded her fists and knelt down slightly, "If I don't use the Hunyuan 

Immortal Tool, I will lose!" 

 

"Fortunately, I met Senior, and asked Senior to teach me how to practice the Way of Annihilation, how 

to cultivate martial arts to the extreme depth of Senior!" 

 

"Senior, please teach me, I will definitely give senior a Hunyuan Immortal artifact as a gift!" 

 

"If the seniors look down on me, I can let the Beigong family, no, my Beigong Ziyu under the 

commander, can protect the seniors to cultivate to the Divine King Realm!" 



 

The profoundness of martial arts! 

 

To be able to cultivate to such an extreme level, there must be a special technique! 

 

If I practice "Lingxi God's Palm" and "Tiangong Footwork" to the extreme, my combat power will 

definitely increase by 20%! 

 

The way of nirvana can win the life of life even more, and practice to the extreme, can take the life of 

others, so that martial artists under the realm of good fortune, dare not fight with me! 

 

In this way, my combat power will increase by 50%, or even more than double! 

 

Be sure to ask Ye Jitian to teach me! 

 

At this moment, Bei Gong Ziyu's behavior and mentality have completely changed! 

 

From the first time I thought Ye Chen was interesting, to the anger and slight anger after seeing Ye Chen, 

to the present I am convinced that I wanted to worship Ye Chen as a teacher, and even knelt down 

directly. It seems that this Miss Beigong, There is also a mentality that is not ashamed to ask, which is 

much better than other warriors. 

 

"Miss!" 

 

"Miss Seven!" 

 

Wang Qi and Zheng Bo changed their expressions, and they both felt shocked when they looked at 

Beigong Ziyu! 

 

They knew what kind of powerful master the Patriarch had arranged for Miss Seven. 

 



Those are all prestigious existences in Lingwu Continent! 

 

Even if Ye Xitian has cultivated for a thousand years, he can't compare it! 

 

But at this moment, the young lady actually asked an apprentice in the emperor realm! 

 

If this spreads out, it will definitely shake the entire Lingwu Continent! 

 

But the young lady can understand this behavior! 

 

There are very few people who master the avenue of nirvana in Lingwu continent, but the young lady 

has a soft spot for the avenue of nirvana! 

 

Ye Jitian is undoubtedly the best choice! 

 

"Miss Bei Gong doesn't have to be like this!" 

 

Ye Chen also received two energies, and immediately said: "If you invite me to discuss the Tao and ask 

for advice, then naturally I will teach by equality!" 

 

He stepped forward to support Beigong Ziyu, and said: "The cultivation method of teaching exercises is 

not impossible. As for the way of dying, it is okay, but I don't really need Hunyuan Immortal artifacts at 

the moment. I need a lot of superb enthusiasm. Dan and the best Taoist pill!" 

 

"After I am promoted to the **** realm, I can take these top-grade god-entering pills to quickly improve 

my cultivation!" 

 

Hunyuan fairy artifacts are indeed rare! 

 

But he is a refiner himself, so naturally he doesn't care! 



 

Moreover, there must be Hunyuan Immortal artifacts in the Golden Buddha Tantric Site! 

 

However, it is very rare to supplement and enhance spiritual power and the highest grade to enter the 

gods. Except for these big families and big sects, no other sects do not. As for the highest grade Taoist 

pill, it is also a special pill used to evolve the power of the Dao into the King of God. medicine! 

 

Ye Chen can be refined, but medicinal materials are difficult to buy! 

 

Some medicinal materials can't be bought with immortal stones, you need status and status! 

 

"Say it!" 

 

"The master wants to get into the Shen Dan and Dao Yun Dan, and the disciple will do it right away!" 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu turned to look at Uncle Zheng, and said: "Use my identity card to buy one hundred superb 

enthusiasm pills and twenty Taoist pill from the family!" 

 

She turned her head and looked at Ye Chen cautiously, blushing slightly, and explained: "Master, my 

status is not low, but these two medicines have a certain share limit every month These are the only 

shares I can use at the moment!" 

 

"No problem!" Ye Chen accepted the benefits of others, and naturally nodded happily, "Tomorrow I will 

participate in the Hundred Sects Competition, tonight I will explain to you the cultivation method of the 

Way of Nirvana!" 

 

"Thank you, Master!" Beigong Ziyu was very excited, turned to look at Wang Qi, and said: "Go, go and 

exchange Shen Shen Dan and Dao Yun Dan for the master!" 

 

After ordering everything, she said to herself: 

 

"I'm finally going to control the way of dying!" 



 

"This time, no one dare to underestimate me unless I'm a strong person in the good fortune realm!" 

 

"Fourth, fifth, and sixth sisters, I see how you bully me this time!" 

 

"Believe it or not, I will make you old men and old ladies!" 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu remembered being bullied by older brothers and sisters. 

 

But now that the master teaches me the way to death, I will be the only one to bully them in the future! 

Chapter 1469: The same tricks but the same work! 

Ye Chen looked at Beigong Ziyu and reminded: 

 

"I teach you, not that you can learn it!" 

 

"Learning the way of nirvana is based on talent and the power of blood!" 

 

The huge Kunlun Xu has learned a lot of the power of nirvana, but Ye Chen alone can fully understand 

the way of nirvana! 

 

Looking at the appearance of Beigong Ziyu, the way of dying is in Lingwu Continent, which is obviously 

also very strange. She can't learn it, and can only say that she has no talent! 

 

Anyway, I taught the way of nirvana and got so many medicines, it was worth it! 

 

As for accepting disciples! 

 

If this little girl is well-behaved, it's okay to accept a disciple! 

 



On the contrary, when Mu Feng heard the news tomorrow, when the Hundred Sects of Universe 

Competition, Mu Feng would vomit blood with anger. 

 

I will do everything possible to tune the disciples of the Golden Sword to fight with me as much as 

possible. 

 

It's not bad for me to take the opportunity to destroy the genius of the Golden Sword Gate! 

 

Finally, I entered the Golden Buddha Esoteric Sect and broke through to the God Realm. At that time, 

the Divine King Realm would not help me. As for the Hunyuan Realm, the seniors of the Ice Sword 

Immortal Venerable had recovered their strength and were not afraid of their ancestors in the Hunyuan 

Realm! 

 

"I know I know!" 

 

"Master, don't worry, the master only needs to teach, I can't learn that is my business!" 

 

"Never blame the master!" Bei Gong Ziyu turned around and saw that Uncle Zheng was still there, and 

said in surprise, "Uncle Zheng, you are still here, I want to have a good chat with the master!" 

 

Uncle Zheng turned black and left. 

 

Everyone went down to the attic, and the surrounding guards of the God King Realm looked at each 

other, and didn't see Ye Jitian coming down! 

 

Is it possible that you really want to talk to Miss, you really want to be a personal guard for Miss? 

 

"Ahem, listen!" 

 

"From today onwards, Ye Jitian is the external guardian of our Beigong family, and the master of Miss 

Seven!" 

 



Uncle Zheng said solemnly: "Inform the Golden Sword Gate and Feihe Temple, Ye Xitian will participate 

in the ring as a member of our Beigong family!" 

 

"Old Zheng?" 

 

"Really?" 

 

A guard in the middle of the Divine King realm was taken aback, and said: "Our Beigong family has never 

interfered in the Universe Hundred Sects Competition. For so many years, no one has participated in it. 

Now, is Ye Hufa also participating?" 

 

"Correct!" 

 

"To participate, report the name!" 

 

"Let Feihedian make arrangements!" Uncle Zheng confessed, then looked at Wang Qi and said: "You go 

back and exchange the pill yourself, and the old man is here to guard Miss Seven!" 

 

The Beigong family, for the Seventh Miss Beigong Ziyu, is unique! 

 

There are more than one guards from the powerhouses of the Divine King Realm, seven or eight in all! 

 

In the Hunyuan realm, other sects are all elders, even at the level of elders, but they are only the guard 

captain of Beigong Ziyu, which shows that the Beigong family attaches importance to it! 

 

Zheng Bo and Wang Qi arranged for someone to go out! 

 

In the attic, Ye Chenzhen talked to Beigong Ziyu! 

 

"Master!" 



 

"The power of nirvana, what kind of situation is needed to comprehend it?" 

 

"After comprehending the power of nirvana, how can you comprehend the way of nirvana!" Beigong 

Ziyu looked like a curious baby, didn't understand anything, and started asking everything, some 

questions Ye Chen can answer. Some Ye Chen needed to ask Bingjian Immortal Venerable to answer 

them. 

 

"The way of nirvana evolved from the power of nirvana!" 

 

"As for the power of annihilation, it is a mixture of the power of space, the power of destruction, and 

the power of time!" 

 

"The power of space can imprison others, the power of destruction destroys other people's attacks, and 

the power of time destroys the enemy's lifespan!" Ye Chen answered one by one: "To understand the 

power of nirvana, you need to merge the three powers. !" 

 

"Generally speaking, those who understand the power of annihilation are those who are strong in the 

realm of good fortune and even good fortune!" 

 

"Because they have already comprehended the law of time and space, they only need to comprehend 

the law of destruction, and then the three laws can be combined and comprehend the power of 

annihilation! And my blood contains part of the power of space, and the power of time It is the power 

taken from others!" 

 

"As for the power of destruction, the road of killing that I originally built is somewhat similar to the path 

of destruction!" 

 

"There are similarities in the same way!" 

 

"So I combined the three powers and realized the power of dying!" 

 



Ye Chen said in detail, in fact, most of his power of extinguishment was obtained by depriving the 

Qingjian Demon King and the Hundred Wars Demon King. 

 

He does possess the power of killing comparable to the power of destruction, but he does not have the 

two powers of the law of time and the law of space. The Azure Sword Demon Emperor has received a 

time **** stone rewarded by the blood swordsman, and he understands part of the law of time, but it is 

not very useful. , Can only delay the passing of one's own life. 

 

The Hundred Wars Demon King, got the space **** stone given by the Blood Sword Gate! 

 

With such a coincidence, Ye Chen realized the power of dying! 

 

As for the Beigong Ziyu, the space **** stone and the time **** stone, it should not be difficult to 

obtain, mainly the power of killing or the power of destruction is not easy to cultivate! 

 

Ye Chen opened his palms slightly, and a force of dying emerged, he split it apart and explained it in 

detail. 

 

"The way of cultivating the way of nirvana is to cultivate the power of nirvana to its extreme, and it 

comes naturally!" 

 

"The difficulty of the path of death is not low!" 

 

"But with your conditions, it is not difficult to get the time and space divine stone!" 

 

"The most important thing is the power of destruction!" Ye Chen said slowly: "The power of destruction, 

you can get a stone of destruction, but I don't know if your Beigong family has it. If not, you can only kill 

from the endless killing. Comprehend it!" 

 

Beigong Ziyu obediently looked at Ye Chen and asked: "Master came up from the low martial arts world. 

It must be very exciting. Can you tell me?" 

 



Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, and then said something. 

 

After all, his experience has a great effect on Beigong Ziyu's understanding of killing. 

 

What's more, he still needs to get the whereabouts of Lingyun Xianzun from Beigong Ziyu! 

 

Beigong Ziyu was originally interested in external affairs  and listened very seriously, especially when she 

knew that Ye Chen used Dao Yuan to the early stage of the emperor state, and the Nirvana Emperor 

Nine When the Demon King at the peak of the sky, the eyes of Shui Lingling turned into hot and yearning 

worship eyes! 

 

It turned out that the master was when he was weak! 

 

He is already a warrior of the same generation who has swept down the low martial plane, now he is on 

the Lingwu continent! 

 

It shouldn't be long before, it should be able to sweep the warriors of the same generation and 

overwhelm the contemporary! 

 

Lingwu Continent, with a period of five hundred years, is a teenager under five hundred years old, and 

the highest cultivation level is mostly in the Hunyuan realm. 

 

Five hundred to one thousand years old are the younger generation, many of them are in the Hedao 

realm, like the former Patriarch of the Shenglong family, who used the Hedao realm to overwhelm the 

contemporary, then entered the good fortune realm strongly and once again pushed the Lingwu 

continent. The strong man of good fortune, until his death decades ago! 

 

After 1,500 years old, he is an older person! 

 

Those characters, such as Lingyun Xianzun, Kui Ying, etc., rarely rise, they are generally used as 

benchmarks and surpassed by future generations! 

Chapter 1470: A weird breakthrough! 



In the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Nie Baijian looked at Ye Chen and Beigong Ziyu, and said, "This kid is lucky. He just came to Lingwu 

Continent and can accept such an apprentice." 

 

"The background is not small!" 

 

"There are even peak powerhouses in the Hunyuan realm around them, who secretly protect them!" 

 

"The peak of the Hunyuan realm?" Wang Gantian thought about it. "That Uncle Zheng did not reach the 

peak of the Hunyuan realm, is it possible that someone else is secretly protecting Beigong Ziyu?" 

 

"That's natural!" 

 

"It's just that I won't help Ye Chen, after all, that person is sheltering Beigong Ziyu!" 

 

Nie Baijian sighed, staring at the dissipated lower body, and sighed again. 

 

I guess I won’t be able to survive tomorrow night! 

 

Ice Sword Immortal Venerable also said: "This kid also relies on his own strength to cross a great realm 

to win Beigong Ziyu, and then he is respected! However, this kid's blood is really strong, at least I am in 

the upper-class family. Never seen such a tyrannical bloodline!" 

 

"The power of blood and energy in the eighth-layer heaven of the Emperor Venerable Realm is actually 

comparable to the eighth-layer heaven of the Divine Realm!" 

 

"If you are promoted to the God Realm, I am afraid that you will be a strong God King Realm, and it will 

be hard for him!" 

 

"Fine, adult beauty, let me give him a set of swordsmanship!" 



 

The next moment, a spirit of cold ice merged into Ye Chen's sea of knowledge! 

 

Ye Chen from the outside world shook slightly, and quickly recalled that there was a sword technique in 

his mind! 

 

"Ice Sword Art"! 

 

With a sword, the world turns into ice! 

 

Can wear the law of time and space, can turn ice into the sword of time and space, contradict each 

other! 

 

Cultivation to the extreme can break the laws of time and space, and also turn water into ice at will, and 

then into the sword of time and space! 

 

Extremely tyrannical! 

 

"Thank you, Master!" Ye Chen came to the reincarnation cemetery, holding a fist toward Bingjian 

Xianzun to thank you! 

 

Then he noticed Nie Baijian's dissipated body, bit his lip lightly, and knelt down directly: "Master!" 

 

Nie Baijian smiled knowingly: "Boy, the spiritual body of being a teacher is about to dissipate!" 

 

"Don't urge anymore, cultivate to the He Dao realm as soon as possible. I have been trapped for so 

many years, and I have long wanted to move my muscles and bones!" 

 

"Take advantage of this dissipation, I will help you again as a teacher!" 

 



After Nie Baijian finished speaking, his whole body turned into a light wave of energy and merged into 

Ye Chen's body! 

 

Soon, the Immortal Kendo was more perfect, and the combat power increased a lot! 

 

It was once perfected to about 95%! 

 

Ye Chen, officially promoted to the nine-layer heaven of the emperor realm, the power of qi and blood 

has doubled again, comparable to the spiritual power of the nine-layer heaven of the gods! 

 

He clasped his fist and motioned: "Thank you, Master!" 

 

"The disciples will rescue the masters in no time!" 

 

Blood Sword Gate, Blood Spirit Race! 

 

In less than a year or a half, I will definitely break your gate and kill you all! 

 

Then rescue the masters and strengthen Kunlun Xu! 

 

"it is good!" 

 

"Lao Nie's mental body has dissipated, and I am almost too!" 

 

"There are about a few days left, I can help you too!" Wang Gantian thought about it: "You enter the 

Golden Buddha Tantric Sect as soon as possible and find a Hunyuan Immortal Device for breakthrough. 

Then I will use only the remaining strength to help You step into the realm of the gods as soon as 

possible!" 

 

"Thank you, Master!" 



 

"Go!" Wang Gantian replied, and then sat down to rest, in a state of tortoise's breath, avoiding the 

overflow of power as much as possible. 

 

But at the outside world at this moment, Bei Gong Ziyu looked at Ye Chen beside him blankly, and 

thunderous waves were set off in his heart! 

 

Her eyes were almost wide! 

 

"how is this possible!" 

 

"The master sits like this, discussing the Tao with me, and he can actually understand the Tao and go 

further. 

 

"Broken directly to the ninth level of the emperor realm!" 

 

She finally felt that Ye Jitian was truly terrifying! 

 

She has seen countless people, and has never seen such a evildoer! 

 

If this continues, it shouldn't be long before the master will advance to the Divine King Realm! 

 

Beigong Ziyu's left hand was placed gently on Ye Chen's shoulder, and she sent a lot of spiritual power to 

help Ye Chen stabilize her realm, and she said with joy: My little master, you must grow up as soon as 

possible! 

 

I will rely on you from now on! 

 

You're not going to hit people with the power of nirvana! 

 



You are here, you help me beat them! 

 

Especially Daddy, the most annoying, he actually sold me! 

 

This time, you have to teach Mu Feng and Jindaomen a lesson, and then show you a soul race event, 

which will definitely increase your strength! 

 

Long time passed! 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes slightly, feeling that his strength was stronger and his realm was extremely 

stable. 

 

He looked at Beigong Ziyu and said softly, "Thank you!" 

 

"It's fine!" 

 

"Master, I already understand, I'll go to understand it, you are ready for tomorrow's ring match!" 

 

Just as Beigong Ziyu was about to leave, Ye Chen suddenly remembered about Lingyun Immortal 

Venerable, and quickly grabbed Beigong Ziyu and said, "Wait a minute." 

 

Beigong Ziyu's delicate body was startled, and when he saw Ye Chen's hand, his face instantly blushed: 

"Master..." 

 

Ye Chen realized that there was something wrong and quickly let go: "Ziyu, I heard that the relationship 

between Lingyun Xianzun and Beigong family is not shallow for my teacher, do you know the 

whereabouts of Lingyun Xianzun?" 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu frowned, and hurriedly said: "Master, I have heard of Lingyun Xianzun. I have been to the 

family several times, but I have talked with my father about something. As for her whereabouts, I don’t 

know. Don't I ask my father?" 

 



Ye Chen shook his head helplessly: "No need, go and feel it." 

 

The clue is interrupted. 

 

Beigong Ziyu glanced at Ye Chen's loss, and could only leave without asking much. 

 

She guessed that the master might admire Lingyun Xianzun. 

 

After all, the gold content of the word "Xianzun" in Lingwu Continent is unprecedented! 

 

Soon, Bei Gong Ziyu returned to his room, but couldn't settle down anyway! 

 

Bei Gong Ziyu was in her boudoir, tossing and turning, couldn't sleep and had no intention of practicing, 

Ye Chen's appearance appeared in her mind all the time. 

 

Until the next morning, Wang Qi returned after redeeming the pill and handed it to Ye Chen. Beigong 

Ziyu was still in this state. 

 

Ye Chen had taken the Shen Shen Pill and Dao Yun Pill wholeheartedly, perfecting his own way as much 

as possible! 

 

To improve the Immortal Kendo from 95% to 100%! 

 

In this way, it is regarded as half step into the gods! 

 

You only need to get the fairy tools to break through! 

 

Ye Chen is practicing, Beigong Ziyu is tossing and turningWang Qi and Zheng Bo are playing chess. 

 



However, the outside world about Ye Chen and Beigong Ziyu has already spread. Everyone knows that 

the old and the weak, women and children, and down to the young children know that Beigong Ziyu 

hand-picked his men to rescue Ye Chen, and even his men did not hesitate to fight against Jin. Mu Feng 

of the knife gate confronts Miss Seven's fiance. 

 

Obviously! 

 

This fiance is losing power! 

 

Before getting married, I'm afraid I will be divorced! 

 

The emperor realm and the god-entering realm of the cities are all in the Wanshan Valley. The most 

interesting topic on the way is naturally Ye Chen, Mu Feng, and Beigong Ziyu! 

 

The warriors said: "I heard, Lord Mufeng is about to be dismissed!" 

 

"Yes, I heard that Young Master Mufeng took the elders to trouble Ye Sutian!" 

 

"It was actually stopped by Mr. Zheng under Miss Seven!" 

 

"These big hats are gorgeously worn on Master Mufeng's head!" 


